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my opinion, “stickability” means more than just not splashing. Stickability requires a golf

ball to consistently have sufficient “feel,” which relates to characteristics such as softness,
playability and spin. If a golf ball is too soft, it will have low playability and its spin will be

low. The optimal combination of hardness and softness will result in the optimum
combination of playability and spin. These properties can be optimized only by designing

golf balls and golf ball layers carefully so that they have the desired combination of
hardness, spring, and playability characteristics. Golf balls can be categorized in two

different types, solid balls and wound balls. Solid or two piece balls are typically made
either as a single layer core ball or a multi-layer core (2 or more layers) ball. Wound balls

are typically made as either a single layer ball or a multi-layer core (2 or more layers) ball.
Different types of materials may be utilized in solid balls and multi-layer solid balls

compared to wound balls. Solid balls can be soft and low spin while maintaining high
playability characteristics. Typically, such balls are made from low acid ionomer resins as
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the cover and/or core material. In contrast, wound balls typically 6d1f23a050
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